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In pharmacological or genetic perturbation
studies using complex biological assays, unde-
sired off-target effects cannot be easily distin-

guished from the intended mode of action at the
desired target. This is especially evident in cancer
drug development where it is important to discrim-
inate on-target effects on cell viability from off-tar-
get effects resulting in non-specific loss of cellular
fitness. Neglecting the possibility of being deceived
by off-target effects can have tremendous scientific
and financial impact on a drug discovery pro-
gramme. Ideally confidence in a preclinical drug
target and a modulating compound is boosted in
an early stage by more extensive analysis and vali-
dation of the actual target-disease or drug-target
relationship. Rescue of a relevant phenotype by
genetic restoration of a target mutation is a gold
standard approach in drug discovery by which tar-
get validation can be achieved. 

The cost of failure in drug development
Drug development is a cost and time-consuming
process that can take more than 12 years1 and cost
about US$2.6 billion per approved compound2.
Such big figures are associated with high risks for
the party investing in a drug development pro-
gramme for which it is crucial to mitigate the
chance of failure and thereby reduce costs involved

as much as possible. However, in practice only
about 14% of Phase I drugs reach approval. In
oncology specifically, drug attrition rates are even
higher, with only a meager 3.4% of drugs being
licensed3, which represents a huge financial burden
on a development programme. Discontinuation of
drug development projects during clinical trial is
often due to poor efficacy or safety, aspects that
may be tackled by more thorough characterisation
earlier in the pipeline utilising appropriate biologi-
cal models and target validation approaches.
CRISPR-Cas9 technology can be used in a simpli-
fied phenotype rescue approach, decreasing the sig-
nificant pressure on profitability in drug discovery
by limiting cost and failure as early as the target
validation step.

Common target identification, hit
finding and validation approaches
Currently the identification of a druggable target
(gene, mRNA or protein) associated with a disease
phenotype relies mainly on functional genomics
and phenotypic screenings. For example, data gen-
erated by genome sequencing of individuals, tis-
sues and cancers are great resources to identify
genomic characteristics, gene mutations or genetic
factors associated with disease. Identification of a
biological target has also benefited from the
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advances in functional genomic screening, such as
RNA interference and CRISPR-Cas9 systems,
high-throughput phenotypic screens using
libraries of small molecules, biologics (antibodies
and enzymes) and TIDES (peptides and oligonu-
cleotides) are key to the identification of moieties
that induce a desired therapeutic effect in a specif-
ic disease model. Also in silico analysis of drug-
target interaction is valuable for tool compound
prediction and lead optimisation. Altogether these
target identification and hit finding approaches
are the very first steps in a drug development
pipeline.
With the estimated probability for a novel target

to reach preclinical stage at only 3%, compared to
17% for a known target4, and more than half of
2018 FDA approvals targeting orphan diseases
that are less well characterised5, the subsequent
validation of newly-identified targets is fundamen-
tal. The main objective in target validation is to
confirm the involvement of the target in disease
phenotype(s) and to select biologically plausible
and relevant molecular targets for interference.
Target validation can be broken down in two key
steps: 
1. Repetition of the target identification experi-
ment to demonstrate reproducibility.
2. Introduction of changes in the experiment, such
as a different cellular context or the use of different
approaches to validate the functional role of the
target in the disease phenotype. 
A variety of cell-based assays have been devel-

oped in target validation using different strategies.
The most popular approach modulates the cellular
amount of the target by decreasing or disrupting
the gene expression of a target using RNA interfer-
ence or more recently by CRISPR-Cas9. The
induced loss or gain-of-function allows for the
determination of the physiological role of the tar-
get in disease phenotype without the presence of a
drug. Such methods for accurate target validation
are critical to improve the downstream probability
of success, but need to be executed carefully as out-
lined below.

Pitfalls of poor target and hit validation
Although early sifting by proper target and hit val-
idation can have a tremendous positive impact on
downstream success rates, candidates are some-
times fed into downstream development pro-
grammes without complete knowledge of the
underlying physiology and even improper assump-
tions on complex biology6. Common pitfalls in
interpreting the relevance of a (novel) target for the
disease are:

l Failing to account for multiple gene targets.
Often it is hypothesised that a single target or driv-
er mutation is associated with disease prognosis,
whereas in practice it is much more common that
multiple genes are contributing to a diseased state.
These factors may even counteract each other or
redundant genes may exist to safeguard a homeo-
static and resistant environment. Also if a single

Figure 1
Two applications of CRISPR-
Cas9 technology in a
phenotype rescue approach.
Validation of a drug target can
be performed by restoration
of a disease-associated
phenotype such as an
excessively proliferating
cancerous cell population
upon correcting the putative
disease-causing mutation.
Correcting this mutation can
also help confirming the
mutation and on-target-
specificity of a drug if
sensitivity is abolished by
reverting to the wild type
state of the target. Thereby
on-target effects on cell
viability are discriminated from
off-target effects resulting in
non-specific loss of cellular
fitness
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target has multiple roles in various pathways7 it
may not be favourable to challenge them all or it
may be considered for drug repurposing8. 
l Cloudy forecasts. Despite great advancements in
genome-wide association and expression profiling,
it is still hard to predict whether altered gene or
protein expression is a consequence or a cause of
the disease. 
l Misinterpreting target expression and knock-
down levels. Assessment of target expression levels
by RNA interference also poses confounding fac-
tors that need to be considered. Besides practical
concerns such as residual expression by incomplete
mRNA knockdown, high variation of knockdown
efficiency between cell lines and a high incidence of
confounding off-target effects9, data could be mis-
interpreted by biological issues. For example, a
gene may be processed at transcription or transla-
tion level by which genetic disruption would not
decrease expression of all isoforms. Also, a gene
could be expressed in excess, by which incomplete
knock-down is not sufficient to establish the func-
tion of the target. 

Besides validation of the relationship between
the target and the phenotype, the drug-target inter-
action and its predicted biological effect should
also be confirmed. Key points that should not be
overlooked herein are: 

l Off-target effects. In complex biological assays it
is not always evident whether the resulting drug-
induced phenotype is (entirely) due to the antici-
pated response at the desired target or if off-target
effects should be taken into account. For example,
cellular fitness is governed by many different pro-
cesses in parallel. Unintentionally disrupting any of
these pathways may impact cell viability indepen-
dent of the intended on-target effect of an anti-can-
cer drug candidate. 
l Choose your model wisely. Another important
consideration for accurate drug-target validation
is the model system used. A simple cell line will
likely react differently to a stressor than a 3D cell
model or primary patient material that may be a
better reflection of the in vivo situation. Even
more so, individual background mutations differ-
ing between patients may interfere with the effica-
cy of a compound. For this reason, drug-target
interaction and phenotype modulation need to be
confirmed in relevant cellular and disease con-
texts.
All in all, this highlights the importance of not

disregarding comprehensive target and hit valida-
tion and carefully confirming the hypothesis before

proceeding to the next stages of development for a
novel compound.

Phenotypic rescue approach: a gold
standard in target validation
Many of the considerations described above can be
tackled by a phenotypic rescue approach. In such
experiments, the role of a target and modifying
drug in the disease phenotype is investigated by
manipulating the target in the cellular context,
such as: 

l The modification or deletion of the active site of
the target; 
l The restoration from the disease-associated vari-
ant of the target to the wild type variant of the target; 
l The precise deletion of the region of interaction
with the drug. 

Such approaches can confirm that the target is
causative for the disease and putative off-target
effects can be distinguished from on-target effects
without confounding factors such as different cel-
lular backgrounds. Currently, phenotype rescue is
often performed by decreasing or disrupting other
pathways to compensate for the mutant pheno-
type, by transient expression or integration of the
original or mutated form of the target elsewhere in
the genome. Each of these strategies has drawbacks
of its own, however.
Indirect rescue via another pathway is often hard

to interpret given the complexity of interacting cel-
lular systems. Re-expression systems may lead to
overexpression artefacts by disrupting the natural
balance of genes expressed in a homeostatic state.
Also for transient expression systems the timing
may not coincide with the disease-causing mecha-
nisms and integration elsewhere in the genome
may disrupt the function of the locus where it is
integrated. It may thus be clear that improvement
of the methods commonly used for phenotypic res-
cue is highly desired.

Added value of CRISPR-Cas9
technology in phenotypic rescue
experiments
There is no doubt that the CRISPR-Cas9 technol-
ogy has revolutionised many facets of science and
target identification and validation approaches for
drug discovery are no exception to that. It is now
relatively easy to edit a specific target gene of
interest and genome-wide knockout libraries are
commercially available, making it a popular tool
for phenotypic screens. Besides this well-known
application in target discovery, the CRISPR-Cas9
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toolbox also opens new possibilities for perform-
ing experiments aimed at target and hit validation.
Phenotypic rescue experiments can be improved

by exploiting the CRISPR-Cas9 technology in var-
ious ways (Figure 1). Complete abolishment of
target gene expression using CRISPR-Cas9 pro-
vides the maximal window of a phenotypic effect
for the particular target without the confounding
residual expression from incomplete knockdown
by RNA interference. Thereby interpretation of
knockout and rescue experiments is more straight-
forward. Furthermore, the impact of a certain
mutation on a disease phenotype can be assessed
in a physiologically relevant system by precise cor-
rection of the mutation at the endogenous locus,
thus not affecting expression levels. Restoration of
a disease-associated mutation is also a valuable
approach for drugs that supposedly impact only
the mutated and not the wild type form of a tar-
get: a resulting insensitivity of the cell line to the
drug confirms specificity for the mutated form and
rejects off-target effects. Similarly, the involvement
of a target in a drug-sensitive phenotype can be
studied in more detail by precise mutation of its
putative active site. Mutating the hypothesised
drug interaction site can help to elucidate a drug
mechanism, but also to determine specificity of a
drug. Although in general these are effective
approaches for sound target and hit validation,
caution should be exerted for cancer lines specifi-
cally since correction of a driver mutation may be
technically challenging as it could result in loss of
cellular fitness in vitro. 
All such target and hit validation strategies using

CRISPR-Cas9 can be reproducibly performed in
several independent cell lines containing their own
unique background mutations to confirm robust-
ness in various patient populations. In principle,
the same toolbox can be repeatedly used for all cell
lines, albeit some loci seem to be more resistant to
editing in one cell line compared to the other. Also,
delivery of the system is challenging in some cells
and tissues. So even though the addition of
CRISPR-Cas9 technology to the phenotype rescue
toolbox is a great add-on, there are some limita-
tions to take into account.

The way forward to success
In order to reduce the enormous costs of drug
development there is an urgent need for more strin-
gent filtering of putative drug targets and candi-
date compounds in early drug discovery. This can
be achieved by investing more time and effort in
characterisation and validation of the drug-target
interaction on a disease phenotype. As outlined in

this article, rescue of a disease-relevant phenotype
by genetic restoration using CRISPR-Cas9 is a
valuable and recommended tool to use next to the
more established methods for target identification,
hit finding and validation. As all interventions and
model systems have drawbacks and pitfalls of their
own, it is strongly preferred to use a combination
of approaches for detailed assessment of a putative
clinical candidate prior to moving forward, with a
strong focus on target and hit validation after the
initial discovery. A robust validation procedure
could entail:
1. Validation in different model systems, eg cell
lines from various tissue types, several individual
patients, 2D versus 3D cultures.
2. Confirmation of results generated using RNA
interference methods by CRISPR-Cas9 gene edit-
ing and vice versa.
3. Reproduction of the genetic ablation-induced
phenotype by intervention with small molecules.
4. Rescue experiments by genetic restoration of the
disease-associated mutation, abolishment of a tar-
gets’ active site and/or putative drug-target interac-
tion.
Increased awareness of such gold standard

approach in drug discovery will help to boost prof-
itability of a drug development programme by
early failure of poor candidates.                   DDW
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